
Our Mirage - Festival & Tour Requirements
Travel Party: 8 (eight) Band & Crew

Name Vorname Role Contact

Bonner Timo Vocals timo@ourmirage.de

Maus Daniel Drums daniel@ourmirage.de

Möbs Manuel Bass manuel@ourmirage.de

Hirz Steffen Guitar steffen@ourmirage.de

Kozian Jannis Drum-Tech jannis@ourmirage.de

Bertini Ciro Driver, Mercher ciro@ourmirage.de

Proch Yunus FOH yunus@ourmirage.de

Fuß David Guitar-Tech david@ourmirage.de

Before the show:
Festival Shirts: If you sell shirts with our band name, it would be nice to
provide us with shirts in the following sizes; 1xM 4xL 2xXL 1xXXL
Plan your social media: Make sure to advertise well in advance. We are also
happy to advertise on our channels. Please let us know at least 14 days in
advance for stories and posts. social@ourmirage.de
!OBLIGATORY! The Band needs their own backstage, suitable seating, a mirror,
toilets and of course running water !OBLIGATORY!
Keep the distances short. Paths from loading to the stage must be
manageable. A smooth floor for cases and racks and a clear path without
visitors should always be available. We need a 4x2 meter space in front of
the show to set up and prepare everything for at least 30 minutes. Please
light up the place.

Catering (4 Band + 4 Crew):
2 members of the band are vegetarian, this is important for the catering.
6 members of the band and crew are omnivore, please make sure you have both
versions for the catering.
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Photographers are welcome and may take photos from the stage as well for a
short time. Please ensure all photographers receive the instructions below.
We also film every show sporadically for our own social media purposes.

If you take pictures, make sure every band member (incl. the drummer!!) gets
the same number of pictures! The pictures must be approved before
publication - please send the link to sh@ourmirage.de with an Instagram sign
(@) and your full name.

After the show:
Also the band would like to have some drinks after the show, preferably gin
tonic, pfeffi, Pepsi Maxx Lemon and beer. Please make sure there are some
soft drinks, too.

Hotel:
If you book an overnight stay please make sure it is not too far from the
venue. In addition, the accommodation must be clean, insect-free and restful
(no hostels). The band does not want to share any bedrooms or bathrooms with
strangers. Please book as many single rooms as possible (min. two single
rooms) and inform us about breakfast times/check out. Furthermore, the keys
must be obtained and provided to the band.

Tour contact: +49 176 456 406 06

xoxo
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